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Digite, Inc., a provider of leading-edge Lean/Agile ALM Products Digité Enterprise and
Swift-Kanban, announced a strategic partnership with OpsHub, a provider of application lifecycle
management migration and integration solutions specifically designed for the needs of application
development organizations. Using OpsHub&rsquo;s technology, Digite plans to launch integrations
between Digite&rsquo;s tools and a wide range of other ALM, software engineering, ITSM and
commercial tools that are typically used in the Enterprise.
Announcing the partnership, Digite, Inc. CEO AV Sridhar said, &ldquo;Application Lifecycle
Management is all about enabling Business, IT/ DevOps and Engineering stakeholders to manage
the entire application lifecycle &lsquo;from cradle to grave&rsquo; in a continuously collaborative
manner. ALM must integrate an organization&rsquo;s existing software engineering tools in a rich
ecosystem that provides visibility throughout the development lifecycle and maximizes the
organization&rsquo;s ROI in technology for greater business value. OpsHub&rsquo;s leading-edge
integration platform will give Digite a significant boost in helping its customers achieve these goals
from their ALM investments.&rdquo;
Digité plans to integrate its pioneering Agile ALM tool Digité Enterprise and Swift-Kanban with
OpsHub&rsquo;s Integration Manager to connect to other ALM tools from companies such as IBM,
HP, Microsoft, and Atlassian, as well as a number of popular open source tools.
&ldquo;We are very excited about the relationship with Digite,&rdquo; said Sandeep Jain, President
and CEO of OpsHub. &ldquo;Through our partnership, Digite and OpsHub will provide a rich and
comprehensive ALM integration solution that will work within an organization&rsquo;s existing ALM
environment and provide end-to-end visibility and traceability, enabling them to roll-up information to
Enterprise Dashboards for effective management and decision-making.&rdquo;
Digite + OpsHub &ndash; A Rich Lean/Agile ALM Solution
Providing more details, Ram Subramanian, Co-founder and VP &ndash; Sales for Digite, said,
&ldquo;Digité Enterprise is an integrated Lean/Agile ALM and PPM (Project Portfolio Management)
tool and has been especially popular with project-driven organizations with geographically
distributed teams who value Digité&rsquo;s combined capabilities in ALM and PPM. Our customers
include IT service providers, System Integrators as well as corporate IT and ISVs. Swift-Kanban,
which we designed and built with advice from David Anderson, the well-known Kanban visionary,
has quickly evolved into a leading Kanban tool for software, IT, and DevOps as well as a range of
business functions since its launch in July 2011. I expect our relationship with OpsHub to take us to
greater heights in terms of enterprise-wide adoption globally.&rdquo;
The integrated solutions from Digité and OpsHub are expected to be available starting
mid-November, 2012.
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About Digite
Digite, Inc. is a leading provider of Lean/Agile Application Lifecycle Management products and
solutions for the Global Delivery Model. Digité Enterprise and Swift-Kanban are Digite&rsquo;s
flagship products that enable technology and project organizations successfully manage technology
and other projects, products and applications through effective collaboration between globally
distributed teams. Available in both SaaS and on-premise models, Digite provides all critical
functions needed by distributed software teams in a collaborative, integrated, cloud-based platform.
Digite is headquartered in Mountain View, CA. For further information, please contact
marketing(at)digite(dot)com or 650-210-3949 or visit http://www.digite.com and
http://www.swift-kanban.com.
About OpsHub OpsHub is a Palo Alto-based Independent Software Vendor that delivers application
lifecycle management (ALM) integration, collaboration, and analytical solutions for application and
software development organizations that want to improve their development efficiency, increase
organizational visibility, manage regulatory compliance, improve time-to-market, and more. OpsHub
supports integration with the ALM industry&#39;s leading business systems, including those from
HP, Microsoft, IBM, Accept, Atlassian, Rally, Serena, and more. OpsHub delivers their on-premise
and cloud-based solutions to enterprises around the globe. For further information, please contact
marketing(at)opshub(dot)com or visit http://www.opshub.com.
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